
The Open



S’ il n’existoit point d’animaux, la nature de l’homme 
serait encore plus incompréhensible.

{If animals did not exist, the nature of man would be 
even more incomprehensible.}

—Georges-Louis Buffon

Indigebant tamen eis, ad experimentalem cognitionem 
sumendam de naturis eorum.

{Yet they needed them in order to draw from their 
nature an experimental knowledge.}

—Thomas Aquinas
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§ 1 Theriomorphous

In the last three hours of the day, God sits and plays with the
Leviathan, as is written: “you made the Leviathan in order to
play with it.”

—Talmud, Avodah Zarah

In the Ambrosian Library in Milan there is a Hebrew Bible
from the thirteenth century that contains precious miniatures.
The last two pages of the third codex are entirely illustrated with
scenes of mystic and messianic inspiration. Page 135v depicts the
vision of Ezekiel, though without representing the chariot. In the
center are the seven heavens, the moon, the sun, and the stars, and
in the corners, standing out from a blue background, are the four
eschatological animals: the cock, the eagle, the ox, and the lion.
The last page (136r ) is divided into halves. The upper half repre-
sents the three primeval animals: the bird Ziz (in the form of a
winged griffin), the ox Behemoth, and the great fish Leviathan,
immersed in the sea and coiled upon itself. The scene that inter-
ests us in particular here is the last in every sense, since it con-
cludes the codex as well as the history of humanity. It represents
the messianic banquet of the righteous on the last day. Under the
shade of paradisiacal trees and cheered by the music of two play-
ers, the righteous, with crowned heads, sit at a richly laid table.
The idea that in the days of the Messiah the righteous, who for
their entire lives have observed the prescriptions of the Torah, will
feast on the meat of Leviathan and Behemoth without worrying
whether their slaughter has been kosher or not is perfectly famil-
iar to the rabbinic tradition. What is surprising, however, is one
detail that we have not yet mentioned: beneath the crowns, the



miniaturist has represented the righteous not with human faces,
but with unmistakably animal heads. Here, not only do we recog-
nize the eschatological animals in the three figures on the right—
the eagle’s fierce beak, the red head of the ox, and the lion’s head—
but the other two righteous ones in the image also display the
grotesque features of an ass and the profile of a leopard. And in
turn the two musicians have animal heads as well—in particular
the more visible one on the right, who plays a kind of fiddle and
shows an inspired monkey’s face.

Why are the representatives of concluded humanity depicted
with animal heads? Scholars who have addressed the question have
not yet found a convincing explanation. According to Zofia
Ameisenowa, who has dedicated a broad investigation to the sub-
ject, in which she attempts to apply the methods of the
Warburgian school to Jewish materials, the images of the righteous
with animal features are to be traced back to Gnostic-astrological
representations of the theriomorphous decans, by way of the
Gnostic doctrine in which the bodies of the righteous (or, better,
the spiritual), ascending through the heavens after death, are
transformed into stars and identified with the powers that govern
each heaven.1

According to the rabbinic tradition, however, the righteous in
question are not dead at all; they are, on the contrary, the repre-
sentatives of the remnant {resto; also “rest,” “remainder”} of Israel,
that is, of the righteous who are still alive at the moment of the
Messiah’s coming. As we read in the Apocalypse of Baruch 29:4,
“And Behemoth will appear from its land, and the Leviathan will
rise from the sea: the two monsters which I formed on the fifth
day of creation and which I have kept until that time shall be
nourishment for all who are left.”2 Furthermore, the reason for the
theriocephalous representation of the Gnostic archons and astro-
logical decans is anything but settled for scholars, and it itself
requires an explanation. In Manichean texts, each of the archons
corresponds both to one part of the animal kingdom (bipeds,
quadrupeds, birds, fish, reptiles) and, at the same time, to one of
the “five natures” of the human body (bones, nerves, veins, flesh,
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skin), in such a way that the theriomorphous depiction of the
archons refers directly back to the shadowy kinship between ani-
mal macrocosm and human microcosm.3 In the Talmud, on the
other hand, the passage of the tractate in which the Leviathan is
mentioned as the food at the messianic banquet of the righteous
occurs after a series of Aggadoth that seem to allude to a different
economy of relations between animal and human. Moreover, the
idea that animal nature will also be transfigured in the messianic
kingdom is implicit in the messianic prophecy of Isaiah 11:6
(which so pleased Ivan Karamazov), where we read that “the wolf
shall live with the sheep, / and the leopard lie down with the kid;
/ the calf and the young lion shall grow up together, / and a little
child shall lead them.”

It is not impossible, therefore, that in attributing an animal
head to the remnant of Israel, the artist of the manuscript in the
Ambrosian intended to suggest that on the last day, the relations
between animals and men will take on a new form, and that man
himself will be reconciled with his animal nature.
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§ 3 Snob

No animal can be a snob.

— Alexandre Kojève

In 1968, on the occasion of the second edition of the
Introduction, by which time his disciple-rival had been dead six
years, Kojève returns to the problem of man’s becoming animal.
And once again, he does so in the form of a footnote added to the
footnote in the first edition (if the text of the Introduction is essen-
tially composed from the notes collected by Queneau, then the
footnotes are the only part of the text surely from Kojève’s hand).
That first note, he observes, was ambiguous, because if we accept
that at the end of history man “properly so called” must disappear,
then we cannot coherently expect that “all the rest” (art, love, play)
can remain indefinitely.

If Man becomes an animal again, his arts, his loves, and his play must
also become purely “natural” again. Hence it would have to be admit-
ted that after the end of History, men would construct their edifices
and works of art as birds build their nests and spiders spin their webs,
would perform musical concerts after the fashion of frogs and cicadas,
would play as young animals play, and would indulge in love like
adult beasts. But one cannot then say that all this “makes Man
happy.” One would have to say that post-historical animals of the
species Homo sapiens (which will live amidst abundance and complete
security) will be content as a result of their artistic, erotic, and playful
behavior, inasmuch as, by definition, they will be contented with it.1



The definitive annihilation of man in the proper sense, howev-
er, must also entail the disappearance of human language, and its
substitution by mimetic or sonic signals comparable to the lan-
guage of bees. But in that case, Kojève argues, not only would phi-
losophy—that is, the love of wisdom—disappear, but so would
the very possibility of any wisdom as such.

At this point the note articulates a series of theses on the end of
history and on the present state of the world, in which it is impos-
sible to distinguish between absolute seriousness and an equally
absolute irony. We thus learn that in the years immediately fol-
lowing the writing of the first note (1946), the author understood
that the “Hegelo-Marxist end of history” was not a future event
but something already completed. After the battle of Jena, the
vanguard of humanity virtually reached the end of man’s histori-
cal evolution. Everything that followed—including two world
wars, Nazism, and the sovietization of Russia—represented noth-
ing but a process of accelerated alignment of the rest of the world
with the position of the most advanced European countries. Yet
now, repeated trips to the United States and Russia, taken between
1948 and 1958 (by which time Kojève had become a high func-
tionary in the French government), convinced him that, on the
road toward reaching the posthistorical condition, “the Russians
and the Chinese are only Americans who are still poor but are rap-
idly proceeding to become richer,” while the United States has
already reached the “final stage of Marxist ‘communism.’”2 This
then led him to the conclusion that

the “American way of life” was the type of life proper to the post-his-
torical period, the current presence of the United States in the World
prefiguring the future “eternal present” of all humanity. Thus, man’s
return to animality appeared no longer as a possibility that was yet to
come, but as a certainty that was already present.3

In 1959, however, a trip to Japan brought about a further shift
in perspective. In Japan, Kojève was able to see with his own eyes
a society which, though living in a condition of posthistory, had
nevertheless not ceased to be “human.”
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“Post-historical” Japanese civilization undertook ways diametrically
opposed to the “American way.” No doubt, there were no longer in
Japan any Religion, Morals, or Politics in the “European” or “histor-
ical” sense of these words. But Snobbery in its pure state created dis-
ciplines negating the “natural” or “animal” given which in effective-
ness far surpassed those that arose, in Japan or elsewhere, from “his-
torical” Action—that is, from warlike and revolutionary Struggles or
from forced Work. To be sure, the peaks (equalled nowhere else) of
specifically Japanese snobbery—the Noh theatre, the ceremony of tea,
and the art of bouquets of flowers—were and still remain the exclu-
sive prerogative of the nobles and the rich. But in spite of persistent
economic and social inequalities, all Japanese without exception are
currently in a position to live according to totally formalized values—
that is, values completely empty of all “human” content in the “his-
torical” sense. Thus, in the extreme, every Japanese is in principle
capable of committing, from pure snobbery, a perfectly “gratuitous”
suicide (the classical sword of the samurai can be replaced with an air-
plane or a torpedo), which has nothing to do with the risk of life in a
Struggle waged for the sake of “historical” values that have social or
political content. This seems to allow one to believe that the recently
begun interaction between Japan and the Western World will finally
lead not to a rebarbarization of the Japanese but to a “Japanization”
of the Westerners (including the Russians).

Now, since no animal can be a snob, every “Japanized” post-his-
torical period would be specifically human. Hence there would be no
“definitive annihilation of Man properly so called,” as long as there
were animals of the species Homo sapiens that could serve as the “nat-
ural” support for what is human in men.4

The farcical tone, for which Bataille reproached his teacher
every time Kojève attempted to describe the posthistorical condi-
tion, reaches its peak in this note. Not only is the “American way
of life” equated with an animal life, but man’s survival of history
in the form of Japanese snobbery resembles a more elegant (if,
perhaps, parodic) version of that “negativity with no use” that
Bataille sought to define, in his certainly more ingenuous way, and
that to Kojève’s eyes must have seemed in bad taste.

Let us try to reflect on the theoretical implications of this post-
historical figure of the human. First of all, humanity’s survival of
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its historical drama seems to introduce—between history and its
end—a fringe of ultrahistory that recalls the messianic reign of
one thousand years that, in both the Jewish and Christian tradi-
tions, will be established on Earth between the last messianic event
and the eternal life (which is not surprising in a thinker who had
dedicated his first work to the philosophy of Solov’yev, itself
imbued with messianic and eschatological themes). But what is
decisive is that in this ultrahistorical fringe, man’s remaining
human presumes the survival of animals of the species Homo sapi-
ens that must function as his support. For in Kojève’s reading of
Hegel, man is not a biologically defined species, nor is he a sub-
stance given once and for all; he is, rather, a field of dialectical ten-
sions always already cut by internal caesurae that every time sepa-
rate—at least virtually—“anthropophorous” animality and the
humanity which takes bodily form in it. Man exists historically
only in this tension; he can be human only to the degree that he
transcends and transforms the anthropophorous animal which
supports him, and only because, through the action of negation,
he is capable of mastering and, eventually, destroying his own
animality (it is in this sense that Kojève can write that “man is a
fatal disease of the animal”).5

But what becomes of the animality of man in posthistory? What
relation is there between the Japanese snob and his animal body,
and between this and the acephalous creature glimpsed by
Bataille? Kojève, however, privileges the aspect of negation and
death in the relation between man and the anthropophorous ani-
mal, and he seems not to see the process by which, on the con-
trary, man (or the State for him) in modernity begins to care for
his own animal life, and by which natural life becomes the stakes
in what Foucault called biopower. Perhaps the body of the anthro-
pophorous animal (the body of the slave) is the unresolved rem-
nant that idealism leaves as an inheritance to thought, and the
aporias of the philosophy of our time coincide with the aporias of
this body that is irreducibly drawn and divided between animali-
ty and humanity.
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§ 6 Cognitio experimentalis

We can, then, advance some provisional hypotheses about what
makes the representation of the righteous with animal heads in the
miniature in the Ambrosian so enigmatic. The messianic end of
history or the completion of the divine oikonomia of salvation
defines a critical threshold, at which the difference between animal
and human, which is so decisive for our culture, threatens to van-
ish. That is to say, the relation between man and animal marks the
boundary of an essential domain, in which historical inquiry must
necessarily confront that fringe of ultrahistory which cannot be
reached without making recourse to first philosophy. It is as if
determining the border between human and animal were not just
one question among many discussed by philosophers and theolo-
gians, scientists and politicians, but rather a fundamental meta-
physico-political operation in which alone something like “man”
can be decided upon and produced. If animal life and human life
could be superimposed perfectly, then neither man nor animal—
and, perhaps, not even the divine—would any longer be think-
able. For this reason, the arrival at posthistory necessarily entails
the reactualization of the prehistoric threshold at which that bor-
der had been defined. Paradise calls Eden back into question.

In a passage of the Summa bearing the significant heading
Utrum Adam in statu innocentiae animalibus dominaretur
{Whether Adam in the State of Innocence Had Mastery Over the



Animals}, Thomas seems for a moment to come close to the cen-
ter of the problem, evoking a “cognitive experiment” whose place
would be in the relationship between man and animal.

In the state of innocence [he writes] men did not have any bodily
need of animals. Neither for clothing, since they were naked and not
ashamed, there being no motions of inordinate concupiscence; nor
for food, since they fed on the trees of Paradise; nor for means of
transport, their bodies being strong enough for that purpose. Yet they
needed them in order to draw from their nature an experimental
knowledge [Indigebant tamen eis, ad experimentalem cognitionem
sumendam de naturis eorum]. This is signified by the fact that God led
the animals before man, that he might give them a name that desig-
nated their nature.1

We must try to grasp what is at stake in this cognitio experimen-
talis. Perhaps not only theology and philosophy but also politics,
ethics, and jurisprudence are drawn and suspended in the differ-
ence between man and animal. The cognitive experiment at issue
in this difference ultimately concerns the nature of man—or,
more precisely, the production and definition of this nature; it is
an experiment de hominis natura. When the difference vanishes
and the two terms collapse upon each other—as seems to be hap-
pening today—the difference between being and the nothing, licit
and illicit, divine and demonic also fades away, and in its place
something appears for which we seem to lack even a name.
Perhaps concentration and extermination camps are also an exper-
iment of this sort, an extreme and monstrous attempt to decide
between the human and the inhuman, which has ended up drag-
ging the very possibility of the distinction to its ruin.
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§ 7 Taxonomies

Cartesius certe non vidit simios.
{Surely Descartes never saw an ape.}

—Carolus Linnaeus

Linnaeus, the founder of modern scientific taxonomy, had a
weakness for apes. It is likely that he had had the occasion to see
some up close during a period of study in Amsterdam, which was
then an important center for trade in exotic animals. Later, having
returned to Sweden and become the royal chief physician, he gath-
ered together in Uppsala a small zoo that included various species
of apes and monkeys, among which it is said he was particularly
fond of a Barbary ape named Diana. The idea that apes, like the
other bruta, were essentially different from man in that they
lacked a soul was something he was not ready to concede easily to
the theologians. In a note to the Systema naturae he dismisses the
Cartesian theory that conceived of animals as if they were automa-
ta mechanica with the vexed statement: “surely Descartes never
saw an ape.” In a later writing bearing the title Menniskans
Cousiner, “Man’s Cousins,” he explains how difficult it is to iden-
tify the specific difference between the anthropoid apes and man
from the point of view of natural science. Not that he does not see
the clear difference that separates man from beast on the moral
and religious level:

Man is the animal which the Creator found worthy of honoring with
such a marvelous mind and which he wanted to adopt as His favorite,
reserving for him a nobler existence; God even sent His only son to
save him.



But all this, he concludes,

belongs to another forum; just as the shoemaker sticks to his last, I
must remain in my workshop and consider man and his body as a
naturalist, who hardly knows a single distinguishing mark which sep-
arates man from the apes, save for the fact that the latter have an
empty space between their canines and their other teeth.1

The peremptory gesture with which, in the Systema naturae, he
assigns Homo to the order of the Anthropomorpha (which, from
the tenth edition of 1758, will be called Primates ) alongside Simia,
Lemur, and Vespertilio (the bat) cannot, therefore, be a surprise.
Besides, despite the polemics that his gesture did not fail to pro-
voke, in a certain sense the issue was in the air. Already in 1693,
John Ray had distinguished the group of the Anthropomorpha, the
“manlike” animals, among the quadrupeds. And in general, in the
Ancien Régime the boundaries of man are much more uncertain
and fluctuating than they will appear in the nineteenth century,
after the development of the human sciences. Up until the eigh-
teenth century, language—which would become man’s identifying
characteristic par excellence—jumps across orders and classes, for
it is suspected that even birds can talk. A witness as credible as
John Locke refers to the story of the Prince of Nassau’s parrot—
which was able to hold a conversation and respond to questions
“like a reasonable creature”—more or less as a certainty. And even
the physical demarcation between man and the other species
entailed zones of indifference in which it was not possible to assign
certain identities. A serious scientific work such as Peter Artedi’s
Ichthiologia (1738) still listed sirens next to seals and sea lions, and
Linnaeus himself, in his Pan Europaeus, classifies sirens—which
the Danish anatomist Caspar Bartholin called Homo marinus—
together with man and apes. On the other hand, the boundary
between the anthropoid apes and certain primitive populations
was also anything but clear. The first description of an orangutan
by the doctor Nicolas Tulp in 1641 emphasizes the human aspects
of this Homo sylvestris (which is the meaning of the Malay expres-
sion orang-utan); and we must wait until Edward Tyson’s treatise
Orang-Outang, sive Homo Sylvestris: or, the Anatomy of a Pygmie
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(1699) for the physical difference between ape and man to first be
posed on the solid grounds of comparative anatomy. Though this
work is considered a sort of incunabulum of primatology, the crea-
ture that Tyson calls a “Pygmie” (and which is anatomically dis-
tinguished from man by thirty-four characteristics, from apes and
monkeys by forty-eight) nevertheless represents for him a sort of
“intermediate animal” between ape and man, to whom it stands
in a relation symmetrically opposite to that of the angel.

The animal of which I have given the Anatomy, [writes Tyson in the
dedication to Lord Falconer] coming nearest to Mankind; seems the
Nexus of the Animal and the Rational, as your Lordship, and those
of your High Rank and Order for Knowledge and Wisdom,
approaching nearest to that kind of Beings which is next above us;
Connect the Visible, and Invisible World.2

And one look at the complete title of the treatise is enough to
realize how the boundaries of the human were still threatened not
only by real animals but also by creatures from mythology: Orang-
Outang, sive Homo Sylvestris: or, the Anatomy of a Pygmie
Compared with that of a Monkey, an Ape, and a Man. To which is
added, a Philological Essay Concerning the Pygmies, the Cynocephali,
the Satyrs, and Sphinges of the Ancients. Wherein it Will Appear that
They are all Either Apes or Monkeys, and not Men, as Formerly
Pretended.

In truth, Linnaeus’s genius consists not so much in the res-
oluteness with which he places man among the primates as in the
irony with which he does not record—as he does with the other
species—any specific identifying characteristic next to the generic
name Homo, only the old philosophical adage: nosce te ipsum
{know yourself }. Even in the tenth edition, when the complete
denomination becomes Homo sapiens, all evidence suggests that
the new epithet does not represent a description, but that it is only
a simplification of that adage, which, moreover, maintains its posi-
tion next to the term Homo. It is worth reflecting on this taxo-
nomic anomaly, which assigns not a given, but rather an impera-
tive as a specific difference.

An analysis of the Introitus that opens the Systema leaves no
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doubts about the sense Linnaeus attributed to his maxim: man has
no specific identity other than the ability to recognize himself. Yet
to define the human not through any nota characteristica, but
rather through his self-knowledge, means that man is the being
which recognizes itself as such, that man is the animal that must
recognize itself as human to be human. Indeed, Linnaeus writes
that, at the moment of birth, nature has thrown man “bare upon
the bare earth,” unable to know, speak, walk, or feed himself,
unless all this is taught to him (Nudus in nuda terra . . . cui scire
nichil sine doctrina; non fari, non ingredi, non vesci, non aliud nat-
urae sponte). He becomes himself only if he raises himself above
man (o quam contempta res est homo, nisi supra humana se erexerit).3

In a letter to a critic, Johann Georg Gmelin, who objected that
in the Systema man seemed to have been created in the image of
the ape, Linnaeus responds by offering the sense of his maxim:
“And nevertheless man recognizes himself. Perhaps I should
remove those words. Yet I ask you and the entire world to show
me a generic difference between ape and man which is consistent
with the principles of natural history. I most certainly do not
know of any.”4 The notes for a reply to another critic, Theodor
Klein, show how far Linnaeus was willing to push the irony
implicit in the formula Homo sapiens. Those who, like Klein, do
not recognize themselves in the position that the Systema has
assigned to man should apply the nosce te ipsum to themselves; in
not knowing how to recognize themselves as man, they have
placed themselves among the apes.

Homo sapiens, then, is neither a clearly defined species nor a
substance; it is, rather, a machine or device for producing the
recognition of the human. In line with the taste of the epoch, the
anthropogenic (or—taking up Furio Jesi’s expression—we might
say anthropological) machine is an optical one (as is, according to
the most recent studies, the apparatus described in Leviathan, the
introduction to which perhaps provided Linnaeus with his
maxim, nosce te ipsum, or “read thyself,” as Hobbes translates this
“saying not of late understood”). It is an optical machine con-
structed of a series of mirrors in which man, looking at himself,
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sees his own image always already deformed in the features of an
ape. Homo is a constitutively “anthropomorphous” animal (that is,
“resembling man,” according to the term that Linnaeus constant-
ly uses until the tenth edition of the Systema), who must recognize
himself in a non-man in order to be human.

In medieval iconography, the ape holds a mirror in which the
man who sins must recognize himself as simia dei {ape of God}. In
Linnaeus’s optical machine, whoever refuses to recognize himself
in the ape, becomes one: to paraphrase Pascal, qui fait l’homme,
fait le singe {he who acts the man, acts the ape}. This is why at the
end of the introduction to the Systema, Linnaeus, who defined
Homo as the animal that is only if it recognizes that it is not, must
put up with apes disguised as critics climbing on his shoulders to
mock him: ideoque ringentium Satyrorum cachinnos, meisque
humeris insilientium cercopithecorum exsultationes sustinui {that is
why I endured the derisive laughter of snarling satyrs and the exul-
tation of monkeys leaping onto my shoulders}.
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§ 13 The Open

Not even the lark sees the open.

—Martin Heidegger

At stake in the course is the definition of the concept of “open”
as one of the names, indeed as the name kat’ exochēn {preeminent},
of being and of world. More than ten years later, in full world war,
Heidegger returns to this concept and traces a summary genealo-
gy of it. That it arose out of the eighth Duino Elegy was, in a cer-
tain sense, obvious; but in being adopted as the name of being
(“the open, in which every being is freed . . . is being itself ”1),
Rilke’s term undergoes an essential reversal, which Heidegger
seeks to emphasize in every way. For in the eighth Elegy it is the
animal (die Kreatur ) that sees the open “with all its eyes,” in dis-
tinct contrast to man, whose eyes have instead been “turned back-
ward” and placed “like traps” around him. While man always has
the world before him—always only stands “facing opposite”
(gegenüber ) and never enters the “pure space” of the outside—the
animal instead moves in the open, in a “nowhere without the no.”

This reversal of the hierarchical relationship between man and
animal is precisely what Heidegger calls into question. First of all,
he writes, if we think of the open as the name of what philosophy
has thought of as alētheia, that is, as the unconcealedness-con-
cealedness of being, then this is not truly a reversal here, because
the open evoked by Rilke and the open that Heidegger’s thought
seeks to give back to thought have nothing in common. “For the



open meant by Rilke is not the open in the sense of the uncon-
cealed. Rilke knows and suspects nothing of alētheia, no more
than Nietzsche does.”2 At work in both Nietzsche and Rilke is that
oblivion of being “which lies at the foundation of the biologism of
the nineteenth century and of psychoanalysis” and whose ultimate
consequence is “a monstrous anthropomorphization of . . . the
animal and a corresponding animalization of man.”3 Only man,
indeed only the essential gaze of authentic thought, can see the
open which names the unconcealedness of beings. The animal, on
the contrary, never sees this open.

Therefore neither can an animal move about in the closed as such, no
more than it can comport itself toward the concealed. The animal is
excluded from the essential domain of the conflict between uncon-
cealedness and concealedness. The sign of such an exclusion is that no
animal or plant “has the word.”4

At this point Heidegger, in an extremely dense page, explicitly
evokes the problem of the difference between animal environment
and human world which was at the center of the 1929–30 course:

For the animal is in relation to his circle of food, prey, and other ani-
mals of its own kind, and it is so in a way essentially different from
the way the stone is related to the earth upon which it lies. In the cir-
cle of the living things characterized as plant or animal we find the
peculiar stirring of a motility by which the living being is “stimulat-
ed,” i.e., excited to an emerging into a circle of excitability on the
basis of which it includes other things in the circle of its stirring. But
no motility or excitability of plants and animals can ever bring the liv-
ing thing into the free in such a way that what is stimulated could
ever let the thing which excites “be” what it is even merely as excit-
ing, not to mention what it is before the excitation and without it.
Plant and animal depend on something outside of themselves with-
out ever “seeing” either the outside or the inside, i.e., without ever
seeing their being unconcealed in the free of being. It would never be
possible for a stone, any more than for an airplane, to elevate itself
toward the sun in jubilation and to stir like the lark, and yet not even
the lark sees the open.5
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The lark (this symbol, in our poetic tradition, of the purest
amorous impulse—one thinks, for example, of Bernart de
Ventadorn’s lauzeta ) does not see the open, because even at the
moment in which it rushes toward the sun with the greatest aban-
don, it is blind to it; the lark can never disconceal the sun as a
being, nor can it comport itself in any way toward the sun’s con-
cealedness (just like Uexküll’s tick with respect to its disin-
hibitors). And precisely because the “essential border between the
mystery of the living being (plant or animal) and the mystery of
what is historical”6 is neither experienced nor thematized in Rilke’s
poetry, the poetic word here falls short of a “decision capable of
founding history,” and is constantly exposed to the risk of “an
unlimited and groundless anthropomorphization of the animal,”
which even places the animal above man and in a certain way
makes a “super-man”7 of it.

If the problem then is one of defining the border—at once the
separation and proximity—between animal and man, perhaps the
moment has come to attempt to pin down the paradoxical onto-
logical status of the animal environment as it appears in the
1929–30 course. The animal is at once open and not open—or,
better, it is neither one nor the other: it is open in a nondiscon-
cealment that, on the one hand, captivates and dislocates it in its
disinhibitor with unmatched vehemence, and, on the other, does
not in any way disconceal as a being that thing that holds it so
taken and absorbed. Heidegger seems here to oscillate between
two opposite poles, which in some ways recall the paradoxes of
mystical knowledge—or, rather, nonknowledge. On the one
hand, captivation is a more spellbinding and intense openness
than any kind of human knowledge; on the other, insofar as it is
not capable of disconcealing its own disinhibitor, it is closed in a
total opacity. Animal captivation and the openness of the world
thus seem related to one another as are negative and positive the-
ology, and their relationship is as ambiguous as the one which
simultaneously opposes and binds in a secret complicity the dark
night of the mystic and the clarity of rational knowledge. And it
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is perhaps to make a tacit, ironic allusion to this relationship that
Heidegger feels the need at a certain point to illustrate animal cap-
tivation with one of the oldest symbols of the unio mystica, the
moth that is burned by the flame which attracts it and yet obsti-
nately remains unknown to the end. The symbol here shows itself
to be inadequate because, according to the zoologists, what the
moth is primarily blind to is precisely the non-openness of the dis-
inhibitor, its own remaining captivated by it. While mystical
knowledge is essentially the experience of a nonknowledge and of
a concealment as such, the animal cannot comport itself toward
the not open; it remains excluded precisely from the essential
domain of the conflict between disconcealment and concealment.

Nevertheless, in Heidegger’s course the animal’s poverty in
world is at times reversed into an incomparable wealth, and the
thesis according to which the animal is lacking in world is called
into question as an undue projection of the human world onto the
animal.

The difficulty of the problem lies in the fact that in our questioning
we must always interpret the poverty in world and the peculiar encir-
clement of the animal in such a way that we end up talking as if that
to which the animal relates . . . were a being, and as if the relation
were an ontological relation that is manifest to the animal. The fact
that this is not the case compels us to the thesis that the essence of life
is accessible only through a destructive observation, which does not mean
that life is something inferior or that it is at a lower level in compar-
ison with human Dasein. On the contrary, life is a domain which
possesses a wealth of being-open, of which the human world may
know nothing at all.8

But then, when it appears that the thesis must be unreservedly
abandoned, and animal environment and human world seem to
diverge into a radical heterogeneity, Heidegger proposes it once
again through a reference to the famous passage in the Letter to
the Romans 8:19, in which Paul evokes the creature’s yearning
expectation for redemption, so that the animal’s poverty in world
now appears to reflect “a problem internal to animality itself ”:
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We must, then, leave open the possibility that the authentic and explic-
itly metaphysical understanding of the essence of world compels us to
understand the animal’s not-having of world as a doing-without after
all, and to find a being-poor in the manner of being of the animal as
such. The fact that biology recognizes nothing of the sort is no count-
er-argument against metaphysics. That perhaps only poets occasion-
ally speak of this is an argument that metaphysics cannot be allowed
to cast to the winds. In the end the Christian faith is not necessary in
order to understand something of the word which Paul (Romans 8:19)
writes concerning the apokaradokia tēs ktiseōs, the yearning expecta-
tion of creatures and creation, the paths of which, as the Fourth Book
of Ezra 7:12 says, have become narrow, doleful, and tiresome in this
aeon. But nor is any pessimism required in order to develop the ani-
mal’s poverty in world as a problem internal to animality itself. For with
the animal’s being open for that which disinhibits, the animal in its
captivation is essentially held out in something other than itself,
something that indeed cannot be manifest to the animal either as a
being or as a non-being, but which, insofar as it disinhibits . . . brings
an essential disruption [wesenhafte Erschütterung] into the essence of
the animal.9

As the apokaradokia suddenly brought the creature closer to
man in the Pauline Letter’s perspective of messianic redemption,
so too the essential disruption that the animal experiences in its
being exposed in a nondisconcealment drastically shortens the dis-
tance that the course had marked out between animal and man,
between openness and non-openness. That is to say that poverty
in world—in which the animal in some way feels its own not-
being-open—has the strategic function of ensuring a passage
between the animal environment and the open, from a perspective
in which captivation as the essence of the animal is “as it were a
suitable background against which the essence of humanity can
now be set off.”10

At this point Heidegger can return to the discussion of bore-
dom that had occupied him in the first part of the course, and can
put animal captivation and the fundamental Stimmung that he
had called “profound boredom” (tiefe Langeweile ) in unexpected
resonance with each other:
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It will be seen how this fundamental attunement,11 and everything
bound up with it, is to be set off over against what we claimed as the
essence of animality, over against captivation. This contrast will
become all the more decisive for us insofar as captivation, as precise-
ly the essence of animality, apparently finds itself in the closest prox-
imity to what we identified as a characteristic element of profound
boredom and described as the enchantment-enchainment
[Gebanntheit] of Dasein within beings in their totality. Certainly it
will be seen that this closest proximity of both essential constitutions
is merely deceptive, and that an abyss lies between them which can-
not be bridged by any mediation whatsoever. Yet in that case the total
divergence of these two theses will suddenly become very clear to us,
and thereby the essence of world.12

Captivation appears here as a sort of fundamental Stimmung in
which the animal does not open itself, as does Dasein, in a world,
yet is nevertheless ecstatically drawn outside of itself in an expo-
sure which disrupts it in its every fiber. And the understanding of
the human world is possible only through the experience of the
“closest proximity”—even if deceptive—to this exposure without
disconcealment. Perhaps it is not the case that being and the human
world have been presupposed in order then to reach the animal by
means of subtraction—that is, by a “destructive observation”; per-
haps the contrary is also, and even more, true, that is, that the
openness of the human world (insofar as it is also and primarily an
openness to the essential conflict between disconcealment and
concealment) can be achieved only by means of an operation
enacted upon the not-open of the animal world. And the place of
this operation—in which human openness in a world and animal
openness toward its disinhibitor seem for a moment to meet—is
boredom.
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§ 14 Profound Boredom

Boredom is the desire for happiness left in its pure state.

— Giacomo Leopardi

The discussion of boredom occupies sections 18–39 (nearly one
hundred and eighty pages) of the course and thus constitutes the
broadest analysis Heidegger ever dedicated to a Stimmung (in Sein
und Zeit the discussion of anxiety takes up only eight pages). After
having raised the problem of how something like an attune-
ment—that is, the fundamental manner in which Dasein is always
already predisposed, and thus the most originary way in which we
encounter ourselves and others—must be understood in general,
Heidegger articulates his analysis by following the three forms or
degrees through which boredom progressively intensifies until it
reaches the figure that he defines as “profound boredom” (tiefe
Langeweile ). These three forms converge in two characteristics or
“structural moments” (Strukturmomente) that, according to
Heidegger, define the essence of boredom. The first is
Leergelassenheit, being-left-empty, abandonment in emptiness.
Heidegger begins with a description of what must have appeared
to his eyes as a sort of locus classicus of the experience of boredom.

We are sitting, for example, at the tasteless station of some lonely
minor railway. It is four hours until the next train arrives. The district
is unattractive. We do have a book in our rucksack, though—shall we
read? No. Or think through a problem, some question? We are unable
to. We read the timetables or study the table giving the various dis-
tances from this station to other places we are not otherwise acquaint-


